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MINUTES 0F THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Monday, January 3, 1949, Room 101, Law Building

Thirty members of the Senate were present with Vice President Nugent presiding.

Dr. Nugent expressed a brief welconie to the new members of the Senate, whose terms begin
with this meeting. The new members include Dr. Cardon, Prof. Gillinor, Prof. Kurath,
Prof. Picard, and Prof. Schwalen.

The minutes of the meeting of Tuesday, December fourteenth, were approved.

HONORARY DEGREE, RECOMMENDATION POR: Dean C]arson presented a report from the faculty
of the College of Education recoiiering that an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws
be conferred by the University of Arizora on Mr. Emery Watkins Montgomery, President
of the Phoenix Junior College and Superintendent of Phoiix Union High Schools. The
statement recommending Mr. Montgomery presented the following information:

"Born November 18, 1882, Newberry, Indiana
A.B. Indiana University, 1909
A.M. Indiana University, 1913
Subsequent stur at Chicago, Columbia, Yale

Has been in his present position since 1925 and has been responsible for remarkable
development of the schools under his charge.

Has been a teacher and an acixnlnistrator for forty-seven years serving in every public-
school cacity from elementary-school teacher through junior-college presidency.

State Director, National Education Association, 1929.
Delegate to the World Federation of Educational Associations at Geneva, Switzerland,

1929.
Member Arizona State Brd of Education, 1929-1932.
President, Arizona Education Association, 1932.
Member of the Executive Committee of the National Association of Secondary-School

Princi pals, 1942-1948.
President at' ti-e Association, 1946-1947.
Membér, Legislative Committee of the Association, 1946-1948.
Chairman, Arizona Teachers Retirement Board since its organization in 1943.
Degree, Doctor of Humanics, conferred by Osteopathic Physicians and

Surgeons, Los Angeles, 1946, 'In recognition of Outstanding Educational Work and
Community Leadership.'

Member, Legislative Committee, Arizona Education Association, 1947-1948, forne r chairman
Past Vice President, North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Fast President, Arizona Interscholastic Association.
Member, National Advisorr Committee of Division of Secondary Education, U.S. Office

* of Education, 1948-51.
Vice Chairman, Army Advisory Committee of Phoenix.
Member, Bcard of Directors, Gocd Samaritan Hospital.
Member, Board of Directors Heard Museum.
President, Arizora Tuberculosis and Health Association."

After some discussion involving a review of the nature of the contribution made
by Mr. Montgomery, the Senate, on motion by Dr. Pistar with a second by Dean Clarson,
voted to recommend to the Board of Regents that the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws

*Representative of New York University at United Nations Institute, Lake Success, March,
1948.
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be conferred at the Commencement Exercises, May 25, 1949.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS, RESTORATION IN CATALOG OF: Attention was called to a report sub-
mitted by the Committee of Eleven and a recommendation received from the Graduate
Study Committee that cou' se descriptions be restored to the catalog in the forthcoming
biennial issue.

Dr. Nugent explained that this question had been considered at Advisory- Council
and that the Senate was asked to express its advice on the matter.

On motion by Dr. Roberts with a second by Dean Patrick, the Senate voted to
recommend that statements descriptive of course content be restoréd to the catalog with
every care that they be kept as brief as possible. It was understood in this connection
that a number of courses might be listed without any descriptive paragraph at the
discretion of the departments concerned. It was suggested also that the departments
prepare statements for submission to the Catalog Committee and that such statements
conform to the content of the course as presently approved and offered.

GRADING CONMITTEE, REFORT OF: Dr. Roy, Chairman of the Grading Committee, reviewed the
mimeographed rept covering the findings of the Grading Committee and its recommerida-
tions. The report is included herewith, leaving out certain grade distributions in
the various colleges.

"I. Establishment of the Committee

The Faculty Senate at its meeting ori December 1, 1947, directed the appoint-
ment of a committee of five to make a review of the present grading system in
effect in the University, and to report to the Senate on any proposal of revision
of the system.

Although the first stgestion for the establishment of this committee may
have cone from the interest of some faculty members in having a grade or honor
point system be the máin item of corsideration, the Committee has interpreted the
directive along rather broad lines and has considered a number of related
questions tending to bring out various factors concerned in grading at the
University of Arizona.

At this point, the present committee wou]ì like to acknowledge its indebted-
ness to Dr. R. Graesser and his committee for their report on "Grading Systems"
present ed to and adopted by the faculty at its meeting of February , 1938, and
to the En4neering Education Club for its 1948 report on "Grades and Graduation
Requi reme rit s."

II. Present Grading System and Graduation Requirements of t}e University

Final grades awarded in courses of study are given on the basis of relative
position in a series. These grades are 1,2,3,4 and 5. Grades 1,2,3, and 4 indi-
cate degrees of passing work. Grade 5 is a failure. D and Incomplete are used
to indicate deferred grades. Grade D represents unsatisfactory work.

A student pursuing his entire course in this University must attain a grade
d better than 4 in 80 percent of the minimum number of units required fT the
Bachelor's Degree soight, and in the Colleges of Liberal Arts arti Education must
meet a similar requirement in courses completed in his major subject.



III. Grade Distribution

The 1945-47 University Catalogue carried the following staternt: "As
a standard of grade distribut.ion, to be approximated as closely as possible, a
normal probability curve has been adojted." (page 52) The curve adopted after
the report of Dr. Graesser and his committee was as follows: A mark of 1 de-
scribes the best 7 percent of all students, the mark of 2 describes the next 24
percent, the mark 3 describes the next, or middle 38 percent, the mark 4 describes
the next 2L percent, and the mark 5 (failure) describes the lowest 7 percent.
This curve replaced the earlier curve of 5, 20, 50, 20, 5 percent. At that time
the Committee recognized that the suggested distribution did not exactly deter-
mine marks and that the objective judgrxent of the instructor was still a large
factor in the determination of the grade. The present Committee has no intention
of recommidir a rid rule of distribution of grades. It recognizes that parti-
cular classes and colleges have rticular problems which can best be evaluated
by those immediately concerned.

However, if on the basis of grades we determine probation and dismissal,
eligibility for athletics and other activities, award scholarship money, award
class honors, elect to honor societies and finally determine whether or not the
students shall graduate, it would seem desirable for the sake of fairness ard
justice that students from different classes and colleges be placed on an ap-
proximately equal footing.

.

The results of a study of grade distributions in 34 institutions published
in the Journal of the American Association of College Registrars (1943, Vol. 18,
No. 2, p. 161) might add a little more significance to the above tables.

Another study (Journal of A.A.C.R., April, 1935) of grade distributions in
43 institutions gave substantially the same percentages.

It can readily be seen that in most. cases the distribution suggested by
Dr. Graesser's committee is still a suggestion. It is not an actual policy.
While it is true that some of the more extreme distributions can undoubtedly be
explained ans adequately deferded, it would seem that the facts presented in the
above tables are matter for further administrative consideration and action.

The Committee recognizes that the common caìr ses taken by all students in
the College of Liberal Arts do serve to some extent as an equalizer.

The Committee also recognizes that even within those colleges that follow

Grade Range

3.5% to 22.5%

Median

1 14%
2 22.5% to 41.0% 32%
3 27. % to 48. % 34.8%
4 7. %to2l. % 11%
5 1.5% to 16. % 5.5%
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most closely the suggested distribution there are variations between departments
almost as great as those between the various colleges and schools of the Univer-
sity.

It can be stated that the differences in distributions are not explained
by the quality, as established by the entrance aptitude test, of students who
enroll in the various colleges. The reason the Committee has drawn the attention
of the faculty to these grade distributions is tt it feels that the range of
distributions materially affects any recommendation that might be made with re-
gard to probation or graduation regulations. This is particularly true insofar
as such regulations affect the individual student..

IV. Grading Systems

Grading systems fall into two general classes: 1. Those in which a letter
marks the degree of attainment and in which grade or honor points are assigned
to each letter grade. 2. That system similar to ours in which a number (1,2,
3,4,5) is the direct indication of the standing of the student.

The percentage system has, for all practical purposes, been completely aban-
doned in American colleges and universities. Schools that merely indicate a
student's work as being satisfactory or unsatisfactory are so few in number that
they do not affect the general picture.

The stated requirements for graduation under both the grade point and the num-
ber system vary from less than a C average to slightly more ttn a C average.
Most schools, however, require a C average or a 3.0 average according to our system.

It should be quite evident, however, that the mere statement of a require-
ment is no indication of what the actual standards of a school are. The foregoing
distribtt ion of grades shows clearly thet a 3 average in a school th }s a very
low percentage of 4's and 5's will not usually represent, when compared with the
achievnent of the whole University, the same standard of work as that given in a
school with a much larger proportion of 4's and 5's. Also, in establishing this
average, different universities ant colleges consider different grades. Many
universities allow a student who has failed in a course to repeat that course and
if the student passes the course the second or the third time, his passing grade
replaces the earlier failing grade. In many other universities, the average is fig-
ured only on the passing grades. A few universities assign a minus honor point
value to failing grades, thus very definitely affecting the average of all grades.
Some of these schools, hoiver, tInt assign a negative value to failing grades are
cOElsidering the abandonmit of this Irovision. As far as the establishment of a
standard of achievemt is concerned, the re does not seem to be any significant
difference between a grade point system and a number system such as we use at the
Univer8ity. It may seem a little more logical to assign the higher number to the
higher grade, but once a system has been accepted and understood, whether it be
a 4-3-2-1 or a l-2-3-4 sequence, it is still possible to compute understandable
averages.

The re i s no singl e gradin g system t hat is us ed by a maj oritr of the co liege s
and universities. All are minority systems. However, a majority of the schools
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do use one or another variety of the many possible arrangements of the letter-grade-
point system. Thereason would seem to be that when schools realized that the old
system of grading on a strict percentage basis was claiming an accuracy in grading
which clearly did not exist, they shifted to letters which indicated broad groups
in the scale of achievement. It is obvious, however, that as soon as one starts
to compute averages on a straight letter system, one runs into se Ii aus difficulty.
Sthools very soon had to attach a numerical value to the original letter-designated
groups and it does seem more consistent to have 4 represent the highest group and
i the lowest. After all, numerically speaking, a 3 71 is closer to a 4 than to a 2.
However, whatever may be the reason for the more common adoption of the letter-
grade-point system, there does not seem to be anything that can be done by that
system in the way of establishing averages and st.andards that cannot be done by the
system we use in the University of Arizona. It may be possible to advocate the
adoption of a grade point system on other grounds. It has been pointed out, for
instance, thst because the grade point system is more generally used its adoption
obviates the necessity of a lengthy explanations in sending transcripts. It is al
f elt that the reading of a transcript in which the grades aro indicated by letters is
less confuLng than when they are indicated by numbers. There is no occasion for
the number of the semester or the number of the course to be ccnfused with the grade
given in a particular course. It has been pointed out that personnel officers in
business and industry are more familiar Lth the letter-grade-point system. On the
other hand, it can be said in favor oÍ' our present system that it is already being
used in the Registrar' s Office and that any change would involve considerable
readjustment. There is also the fact that the l-2-3-4-5 system is uded in the
Arizam hi schools and colleges; therefore, more readily understood by Arizona
students and their parents. Whether or not a change is worthwhile is, however,
something for the senate and faculty to decide.

V. Graduation Requirements

PROPOSAL
The requirement for graduation is a *3.3000 average of all the grades on the

student's official record.

Under our present system the theoretical requirement is 3.2 (one hundred units
of 3's and twenty-five units of 4es). However, this takes into account only courses

th t he maximum number of unit s of 4's all have a nunthe r of unit s of 5's, which
under the proposed requirement would be incli1ed in the tabulation of the average.
The establishment of a percentage requirnent for graduation would also make it moie
difficult for a failing student to meet the graduation requirement at the last
minute by slipping an easy two or three unit course into his record. A passing
grade in two or three units would not materially affect the general average of the
required 125 units.

While the proposed requirement is an encouragement to the sttxient to strive
for better grades in order to compensate for his lcMer ones it is recognized that
it is also an encouragement to look for "pipe" courses. Those of us who have had
anything to do with freshmen advising are all too familiar with the young freshman
girl who comes with a schedule already drawn up by some well-meaning advanced sttent
with a selection of courses that will insure the girl's making her grades in order
to be initiated.

*Changes to 3.2000, Page 93, Paragraph 6.
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Of the 44 lowest sti.ents in the graduating class of 1947, 17 students had
less than a 33 average. This does not mean, of course, that all of these stñents
would necessarily have failed to grathte had a 3.3 rule been in effect, because
the committee feels that many students who are satisfied with ugetting bytt would
get by just as well at the 3.3 level as at a slightly lower level.

One advantage of the proposed requirement is that it will allow the setting
up of grathted Wobatil standards. This in turn will ma1 it more difficult
for the student who is barely getting by under our present system and yet manages
to stay on for five, six or more years.

The committee does not feel that there is anything sacrosanct about the figure
3.3. If experience shows some other figure to be more desirable, a change can
easily be made.

Probation

The committee is not, as yet, prepared to recommend a standard for probation.
It would prefer to have the scholarship committees of the various colleges study,
in the lit of their past experiences, what an appropriate level for probation
and dismissal should be in the freshman, sophomore, junior and senior years
respectively, keeping in mind whatever requirement for graduatIon might be adopted
by the senate and faculty. It is the feeling of the committee that the stardard
for probation should not be the same for freshmen students as for more advanced
students. This l's a rather common practice in many of our well-established univer-
sit je s

As the senate and faculty wei argumert. s to approve, amend or disapprove
recommendations of the committee, we feel that there are a few general considera-
tions that should be kept in mind.

(i) One should recognize from the beginning that there is no fool-proof
method of grading. The very variety of grading systems used in the hurdreds of
universities and colleges of the United States is sufficient evidence that there
is no method which imposes itself by its accuracy, fairness and workability.

Any method of grading adopted should not be too canplicated. It has to
be sufficiently simple so that results and the staridir of students may be
determined by the Registrar's Office within a few days after the end of the semester.

In canparing the grading system of the University of Arizona to the
grading systems used in other schools, one has to be careful not to make too hasty
conclusions. The zre statement of a required average does not usually take into
consideration the many factors that should be considered in evaluating that average.
The general standing of the school, the grade distribution of the particular school,
and especially the base used in determining the required average are sorno of the
more important of these factors.

Any grading system adoted should be applicable to all colleges of the
University. Certain standards that mit very easily be applied in one school of
the University might very well work an unfair hardship on some other school or
college of the University."
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On motion by Dr. Roy with a second by Dean Butler, the Senate adopted Sections
I, II, and III of the report.

Section IV, Grading Systems, was then reviewed briefly by Dr. Roy, tho elained
that the committee saw no advaxt age of changing the present 1,2,3,4, and 5 grading
system. On his motion with a second by Dr. Solve, the Senate adopted Section IV of
the report.

Dr. Roy then reviewed Section V, having to do with graduation requirennts. He
explained that the committee had felt that a general average of all grades awarded
the student, including failures, is a more equitable basis for establishing a gradua-
tion requiremeìt than the present system of requiring O percent above the passing
grade of 4. Dr. Roy also pointed out that the requirement of 3.3000, as recommended
in the report, while a bit lower than the theoretical average (3.2) required under
the present system, still would have disqualified seventeen meners of the graduating
class of more than 400 checked by the committee. He also explained that under various
types of grade point systems, the student does not actually offer an average of 3.3000
for graduation, since failing grades are not included in the computation of grade
points required.

Dr. Barnes suggested that the gerral average to be required be raised to 3.2000;
and on his motion with a second by Professor Borgquist, the senate voted to substitute
this gereral average for that specified in the committeets report.

Dean CThrsai moved that Section V, Graduation Requirerrents, be tabled for the
time being. The motion lost for want cf a. second.

Dean Fiarvill moved with a second by Dr. Pisto r that Section V of the report with
a grade point average of 3.2000 be adopted. This motion was passed.

Dr. Roy explained that Sections VI and VII, covering probationary status and
general considerations of grading systems, were inclied with the prospect of having
the present plan of disqualifying students reconsidered in t light of the results
checked after the general average requirenent for graduation were in effect for a
time.

It was expected that these matters would be considered by the Senate considera-
tion of such recommendations as might be submitted by committees of the colleges.

On motion by Dean Clarson with a second by Dr. Roy, the Senate adopted Sections
VI and VII of the report.

The varioìs sections of the report having been adopted as indicated above, the
complete report of the committee was regarded as approved atri accepted.

SCHOLARSHIP REPORTS, UDNSIDERATI0N 0F PLAN 0F: Dean Harvill distributed copies of the
report referred to the Senate by the College of Liberal Arts, covering a preliminary
scholarship report plan. This report had been presented to the Advisroy Council at
its meeting of Wednesday, 1'iarth 10, l94, atri was in turn referred by the Council to
the Faculty Senate for action.

In view of the lack of time to consider the report in detail, it was agreed that
this matter would be tabled until the next meeting.
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Dr. Nugent announced that a special meeting of the Senate would be held on Nonday,
Jantary tenth.

Meeting adjourned.
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